GENERAL ELECTRIC GARDEN TOOLS

HEDGE and SHRUB TRIMMER MODEL TA-70

LANDSCAPE LIKE A PROFESSIONAL. SHEARS UP TO ¾” BRANCHES WITH EASE!

- Features 15” double edge steel blades with reciprocating motion.
- Helper handle makes it easy to use in horizontal or vertical positions.
- Hedge and shrub trimmer head TH-70 fits standard or variable speed ½ hp GE power unit.

USE IT VERTICALLY

USE IT HORIZONTALLY

This TH-70 trimmer head is designed for use on either the GE TM-1 single speed or TM-2 speed control power unit. The 15” double-edged, hardened steel cutting blades mean fast, effective trimming of shrubs and hedges in either direction. The head contains a two-stage reduction gearing system designed to operate the cutting blades at 750 strokes per minute. The bale-type handle packed with each head provides professional balance and handling ease. The die-cast, aluminum housing contains permanently lubricated bearings and weighs only 2½ lbs.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Motor rating:

Length of cut 15”, weight 5½ lbs. Listed industrially by Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc.
GRASS TRIMMER
MODEL TA-80

TRIMS HARD TO REACH PLACES.
LANDSCAPE LIKE A PROFESSIONAL!

- Ideal for cutting around trees, rocks, along stone walls, under fences.
- Has built-in clutch which will slip to prevent damage to the mechanism should hard objects get into blades.
- Grass trimmer head TH-80 fits standard or variable speed ½ hp GE power unit.

Stand and wheels for stand up operation of the Grass Trimmer. Available as an optional extra.

The Model TH-80 grass trimmer head is designed for use on either the GE TM-1 single speed or TM-2 speed control power unit. The hardened steel blades have a 5" cutting width, at 750 strokes per minute. A built-in slip-clutch prevents mechanism damage should a hard object get between teeth. The die-cast aluminum housing contains permanently lubricated bearings and weighs only 1 lb. 12 oz.

SPECIFICATIONS:
width of cut 5", weight 4 lbs. 12 oz. Listed Industrially by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.